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1. INTRODUCTION

The land in the Ngunga Tatu area and its surrounding environs has been experiencing a

high level of deforestation and land degradation due to the effects of human activities

caried out by the local communities. These activities have led to a number of negative

implications on the environment and on the communities themselves populating the area.

The use of wood as a fuel is commonly practiced in these areas and as a result there are

large areas of open land where the vegetation and soil has been left unprotected to the

effects of heavy rainfall, high wind speeds, and other such climatic processes. The

effects of human activities and such climatic processes has led to the soil becoming less

fertile due to the nutrient rich topsoil being washed away down slope by rainfall or blown

away by the wind. This in turn has resulted in the local communities experiencing

increasingly poorer crop yields. The reduction in vegetation cover has also led to

changing rainfall patterns and less predictable rainfall. Thus the communities have to

cover greater and greater distances in order to obtain water for their families.

Therefore the consequences of such environmental degradatio& and the decrease in the

standard of living of the communities, has meant that a number of viable solutions have

been sought in order to promote sustainable development in such a way that is both eco-

friendly, beneficial to the environment, and increases the standard of living of the

communities. The work I have been doing for Dr. Haller involved working with the local

communities in order to promote sustainable development initiatives so that the

communities will able to increase their standard of living and aid in the regeneration of

the environment to provide a sustainable future for future generations.



2. FISH CULTT}RE AT NGTJN SAI\ICTUARY

Introduction:

The dams atNguni Sanctuary contain species of Tilapiaand Catfish. Althoughthe

majority of the dams contained fish, I decided to work with a select of 3 dams. The dams

being Game Water, Catfish Lake , and Weaver Lake. At the dams bait stations were

placed, which were changed every 4 days. The bait stations consisted of a bag of chicken

manure weighing approximately l-Zkitograms. The bags were tied with sting of

approximately 2m n length to a white pole driven into the grormd- The bait stations were

placed in exactly the same spot every time they were replaced. This has the effect of

athacting the fish to a particular spot which makes it easier to catch and study the fish.

The study carried out on the 3 darns occurred bEfween early February and late March.

The method of catching the fish and the time at which they were caught were both carried

out at approximately the same time and manner. This keeps time and the method of

catching the fish constant, which prevents them from being governing factors affecting

the outcome as they are fair to all 3 dams. The flsh were caught with either fishing line or

using two different trap methods.
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Average water loss over the 2 month period= 60 days x 8mm - 480mm

We can see fum tre table that towards the end of March the size and total aumbs of fish

decrease from that in February. There ?r€ a number gf r,easons for this:



Game Water Dam:

This is the smallest of the 3 dams. The dam is well protected from other organisms as it

has reeds surounding it with a steep slope on one side. This means few organisms can

access it easily, which also deters potential predators. There was no evidence of monitor

lizards being present in the dam area so we assume they preferred other hunting grounds

which are more open and more easily accessible. Although it was the smallest dam it

contained a substantially large population of relatively small Tilapia and there was no

evidence of Catfish. The number of Tilapia varied in the 2 months but the average size

remained the same. At the end of the study period the level of the water had dropped

substantially but enough remained to support the existing eco system. See discussion.

Weaver Lake:

Weaver Lake is larger than Game Water dam. It is only protected on the one side by

reeds and is generally exposed on the other sides making it easily accessible to predators.

We saw an average on 5-7 monitor lizards and 20 -30 storks on our visits to the dam. The

dam supported a large population of fish which there was clearly evidence of. At the end

of the study period, the level of the water had dropped substantially which created more

problems. See discussion.

Catfish Lake:

Catfish Lake is the largest of the 3 dams. The dam is protected by reeds on the one side

but is still generally exposed to predators. Even though it was exposed there was no

evidence of monitor lizards in the first month, but evidence in the second month. The

dam supported a large population of both Tilapia and Catfish. All of the large Tilapia

caught were male. The total population of fish present in the dam decreased in the 2

month period and the level of the water dropped substantially. See discussion.



Discussion:

As we can see from the results table, there are substantial differences in the 3 dams. ln

order to understand why these differences occurred we must look at which governing

factors played a significant role in affecting the particular dams.

In Nguni Sanctuary the environmental factors affecting the culture of fish are all natural,

with the only artificial factors being the dams themselves which were constructed to

culture the fish, and the bait used to athact the fish to a particular area. Therefore most of

the goveming factors are constantly changing with the changing environment so we must

assume that they are constant as they affect all the 3 dams in the same way. These

environmental factors inchrde rainfrll,lemperafure and other such climatic variabilities.

Therefore we can list the other factors which would have had such a significant effect so

as to determine the course of the outcome. These factors include: area of the dam and

thus the living space theory, the average daily transpiration rate and its effect on the rate

of loss of water, prey predator relations, oxygen levels and relative abundance of food.

The Living Space Theory involves the idea that fish should be able to grow

proportionately larger if there is a greater area of free movement. More free movement

means there will be less stress and conflict between the fish as these can restrict their

growth rate, therefore an ilrangement which minimizes such stresses is most suitable for

the fastest and most effective growth rate, ie larger rather smaller ponds. It is this living

space effect that has proven to be of economic importance and of value to fish

culturalists. This is evident in the 3 dams. Game Water is the smallest dam of the 3 and

contained an abundant population of relatively small Tilapia which shows that space was

one of the restricting factors hindering the growth rate of the fish. Whereas Catfish Lake,

which was substantially larger, contained an abundant population of large fish which

shows that the presence of greater free movement allowed for much more unrestricted

growth.



Another factor which had a significant effet on the population of fish was the presence

of predators such as monitor lizards. Gtme Water, although the smallest dam, was the

most protected dam, and therefore there was little presence of predators eventhough it

contained a substantial food sorrrce for them. The monitor lizards, for example, may not

like the close confinements of the dam and therefore stayed at dams which werp more

exposed. This is true of Weaver Lake which was largely exposed and easily allowed

predators such as monitor lizards to access the water and hunt. The thorn hees along the

one side provided an excellent vantage point for the monitor lizards to stalk the,fish and

they were often seen in the thorn trees. It also allowed easy access to the slrallows urhere

the storks were often seen preying on the small fish. Another unmentioned predator

which can have severe and dentrimental effects on the population of the fish is humans.

At Catfish Lake there is clear evidence of poaching by the surrounding local inhabitar$s

and I have found foot prints, marbles, and discarded fishing lines. Uncheckedpoaching

can lead to complete removal of the entire population of fish from a dam in a short period

oftime.



Although the average daily transpiration rate can be assumed to be constant on the 3

dams, the secondary effects were a lot more severe. Game Water was the most protected

dam and deepest and therefore least effected by the water loss as there is still enough

water to support the current population of fish until the rains come again. Weaver Lake

and Catfish Lake were less protected and had a much larger surface area which meant as

the level of the water dropped the number of fish it was able to support decreased and so

there is increased competition for space and food. It is also easier for predators such as

monitor lizards to hunt in the shallower water where the fish cannot escape as easily. At

Catfish Lake where there was little predator presence in the first month, changed when

the water level dropped and the fish became easy prey to predators towards the end of the

second month.

From that described above we can see how the living space effect, transpiration rateo

competition for food and space, prey-predator relationships and other such environmental

factors affected the 3 dams in the way it did. Therefore in order to maintain a large

population of large fish, which is most beneficial to aqaua culturalists, there is the need to

alter some of these factors in order to enhance the fish growth rate instead of restricting

it. Such as making the dams deeper so that issue of competition for space and food is

reduced which allows for a much larger population of fish to swvive.



3. TERRACING AT VIKWATAI{I AI{D KIMBUNGA

The relief of the Ngunga Tatu area is hilly and therefore the removal of vegetation and

other such human activities has had negative consequences on the environment. The

insufficient vegetation cover on the slopes means that the soil is pogrly bound together as

there is a lack of root systems to bind them. The soil on the slopes is therefore pror-re to

movement and thus when.it rainsthe nutrient rich topsoitr is easily washed away leaving

the less fertile soil behind and fruther exposes the land to erosion and degradation

processes.

One method of preventing the topsoil from being washed away and promoting the growth

of vegetation cover is through terracing. Terracing is the process by which 'ditches' are

dug along the slopes following the relative contour pattern of ttre slope. They are dug 2

feet wide, 2 feet deep and about 5-6m long with an interval 'bridge' in between each one

along the slope contour. As you move down slope they are dug at every 1.5m change in

elevation. All the soil that is removed from the dug terrace is placed below the terrace so



that it is not washed straight back in when it rains. Vegetation can also be planted in the

soil below each terrace as this will stabilizethe soil and prevent the material from being

washed down slope. The terracing process is started from the top of the slope to prevent

material from moving down slope rapidly. The terraces therefore actas catchments for

any material washed down slope and allows for more infilhtion and percolation of water

into the soil without rapid surface run off down the slope.

This process has been carried out in the Ngunga Tatu area at sites such as Kimbunga

where the local comrnunities have dug terraces along the contours of the slopes and cut

the surrounding grass to prevent bush fires. The cut grass is then placed in the terrace as

the rotting vegetation will provide valuable nutrients to the soil. Therefore terracing will

aid in stabilizing the material on the slopes and prevent nutient rich soil from being

washed away. The local communities will then be able to grow crops in between the

terraces, promote the growth of vegetation cover and work towards an eco-friendly

sustainable future.
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4. DAM CONSTRUCTION

A number of dams were built inthe Ngunga Tatu area, such as in Mitedi, Kimbung4 and

Vikwatani. Before construction began there were a number of factors which were taken

into consideration surrounding how the dams should be built. The dams had to be of a

certain depth to ensure that water was present in the dams at all times of the year. The

average evaporation rate for the area is 8mm per day. Therefore the average annual

evaporation loss would be about (8mm x364 days) =29l2mrnor2.9l2m. The dams

were all built to a depth of 4-5m or deeper to accommodate for this high evaporation rate.

The dams were eonstructed using a bulldozer and are located where two or more valleys

converge into one another. The dam walls were built between the converging valley sides

as this provides a perfect catchment area for water in the space between the wall and the

valley sides. The dam walls were roughly lOm wide in total, with a compact 3-4m wide

path on the top to allow vechicle access over the top. The inward facing slope of the dam

wall was constructed ata45 degree angle to prevent the wall from deteriorating and

collapsing under the pressure of the water. The dam wall itself was also built curving

slightly outwards as this helps the dam wall deal with the pressure from the water.

Spillways were built into the dam wall near the deepest point of the dam which allows the

excess water to flow through the dam in times of flood And therefore prevents the dam

watl from breaking under the pressure from the excess water. The spillways are 10m

wide and more than lm above the level ofthe dam, ie a 4m deep dam has a spillway built

3m from the bottom of the dam.



The constructed dams serve a number of purposes which include the environmental

rehabilitation of the land as well as providing a water source for the surrounding

communities. This therefore allows the community to use the dams to provide their

families with water for cooking cleaning, and irrigating their crops. The dams can also

be stocked with fish such as Tilapia. The fish can be cultured by the local community

which provides them with highly important protein nourishment, especially important in

the healthy development oftheir children. The fish are also higtrly important as they

prevent the breeding of mosquitos as they feed on the mosquito larvae. Malaria is a big

problem in the local communities because the people cannot afford to tavel the long

distances to the nearest medical clinic or afford the high bost of the drugs. Therefore the

Tilapia aid in reducing the potential mosquito population of the area which also means a

reduction in the possibility of malaria.
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5. BUTTERFLIES AI\D THEIR RESPECTIVE FOOD PLAFTTS

Butterfly Foodplant

1. papilio dardanus polytrophus teclea, toddalia, clausena
mocker swallow tail citrus. Zanthoxylum

2. papilio nireus injaaeus teclea, toddalia, clausena
harrow green banded
swallowtail citrus. Zanthoxylum

3. papilio demedozus
demedocus teclea, toddalia, clausena
citrus bufterfl y-ch ristmas
butterfly cihus. Zanthorylum

4. danaus zhrysippus
chrysippus callottophis, pergularia
common tiger or african queen kanalia laniflora

5. tirumala petiverana dregia, rubicunda
african blue tiger

6. amauris niavius niavius gymnema
Friar

7. amauvis ochlea oohlea gymnema
Novice

8. byblia ilithiyia tragia
Joker

portulaca, ruellia,
9. hypolimnas misippus hsystasia
diadem or daniel eggfly

10. eurytela dryope angulata tragia, rizinus
golden piper

11. bebearia cocalia orientis palm tree phoenix, cocos
Spectre

12. euphaedra nleophron
littoralis bliglia, deiubollia
golden banded fonester



13. meptis saclava maryesa combretum, guisqualis
smallspotted sailor

14. junonia oenone oenone asystasia
dark blue pansy

15. junonia natalica natalica asystasia, ruellia
metalpansy

16. catopsilia florella senna, cassia
african emigrant

17. euxanthe wakefeldi deinbollia, bliglia
forest queen

18. charaxes zithaenou albizia, afzelia
blue spotted charaxes

19. charaxes violetta brachystegia, afzelia
violeta spotted charaxes

20. charaxes brutus trichilia
white baned charaxes

baulinia,
21. charaxes castor afzelia,brachystegia
giant charaxes

22. e,haraxes protoclea gzota afzelia, brachystegia
flame bordered charaxes

23. charaxeS caneliope
caneliope crotou
green veined charaxes

24. charaxes varances
vologeses alloPhYlus
pearl charaxes

25. acraea anemosa adenia gummifera

26. acraea eponina albutilon



Flowering plants

bottle brush
starchtephuta javan iza
hibsiscus calyphyluss
plenta bussei
lantana camara
thunbergia spp
bauhinia mombasai
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